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When I first began studying journalistic use of drones in 2012, I
would often be on the receiving end of quizzical looks. Back then,
most everyone thought of drones in military contexts, as the Federal
Aviation Administration had only recently begun work to determine
how to incorporate civilian drones into U.S. airspace. If I told people I
could see drones being used in all sorts of reporting – from covering
the wake of a tornado to measuring water quality and supply – I
seemed to sound more sci fi than newsroom.
Fast forward five years, and my research doesn’t seem quite so
futuristic anymore. With Amazon hoping to develop drones to
deliver packages, and small drones emerging as a hot holiday
gift, these Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are now part of the public
consciousness.
As civilian drones develop into a $100 billion industry, journalism is
only a small piece of the puzzle. But it is an absolutely critical piece.
All of the legal and ethical aspects of drone use in journalism pose
key questions for news organizations’ and individual reporters’
relationships with the public they’re supposed to serve.
This research exploring citizens’ responses to drones in news fits with
one of the key priorities of the Center for Journalism Ethics. We see
ourselves as a bridge between academic research that can inform
journalistic practice, industry practitioners and citizens who both
depend on and are directly affected by news. We hope that richer
understanding of how the public conceives of drone use in news will
open doors and illuminate ethical practice.
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Introduction
When the University of North Carolina won the college basketball
championship in April 2017, excited fans rushed the streets of
Chapel Hill, and eager drone operators launched into action. Some
who flew commercially – trying to capitalize on the thrill of victory
and sell footage – clearly ran afoul of Federal Aviation Administration
rules in place at the time for use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. They
flew at night. They flew over people not associated with the drone
flight. And they did not maintain line-of-sight control of their UAVs.
One even flew into fireworks launched above the crowds. Of course,
these operations raised safety concerns. But when some news
media used such footage in their coverage, they raised questions for
journalism ethics, as well.
As UAVs are coming into focus as a useful, affordable and legal tool
for newsrooms, ethics surrounding their use must crystallize at the
same time. Uses of new technologies such as UAVs have potential
to improve reporting and serve the public interest. But they also
have implications for journalism’s relationships with citizens, including matters of safety, privacy, news judgments, transparency
and accountability. The Center for Journalism Ethics conducted
a national survey to explore citizens’ opinions of civilian uses
of drones, including in news reporting and production. Results
show that members of the public are open to drone uses in some
cases, but are also seeking avenues to shape the norms of news.

Background
Congress set the FAA on breakneck pace to develop rules and
guidelines for civilian uses of drones when it passed the FAA Reform
and Modernization Act of 2012. Expected to expand in size and
scope dramatically over the next decade, the UAV industry could
be a $100 billion concern by 2020, according to some analysts,
with commercial and civil government uses driving growth. Civil
government uses include law enforcement, surveillance and
emergency response while civilian applications span a wide range
from advertising production to golf course management.
Journalism is a small but important slice of this market. Drones are
vastly cheaper to use than helicopters and open the possibility of
aerial coverage to newsrooms and individual journalists previously
priced out of such approaches. At just $1,000, a UAV like the DJI
Phantom enables journalists to do a variety of things aloft, including:
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• capturing still and video images, such as surveying the damage from gas explosion
• live-streaming video, such as covering a local event with
Facebook Live
• mapping terrain, such as documenting a disaster area
• sensing data, such as measuring air quality for environmental
stories
While uses were easy for journalists to envision, the rules governing
those uses were slow to evolve and controversial for some in
journalism. The FAA focused its rulemaking on commercial uses
of drones, not hobbyist uses, and defined news reporting as a
commercial use. Some in news questioned the constitutionality
of this definition, given the obvious First Amendment free press
implications. But in 2016, the FAA issued new rules and a lengthy
justification for them – some 600 pages in total – laying out a
path for commercial users to legally operate UAVs in the United
States. The Small Unmanned Aircraft Rule – known as Part 107 –
established an operator’s certificate for commercial users, including
journalists. The certificate requires users to pass a test covering
basics of airspace and aeronautics. Part 107 also established specific
restrictions, barring:
• commercial use of UAVs weighing more than 55 pounds
• UAV flight above 400 feet in most cases
• night flight

FAA Regulations

• flights over people not involved in the operation of the UAV
• reckless or careless operation
• flight in restricted airspace without permission (airspace restrictions vary based on size and location of an airport)
• flight beyond the operator’s visual line of sight
With clarity on the parameters of UAV flight, newsrooms are now
free to explore drone flight in reporting, providing they operate
within the rules and with a Part 107 certificate.
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Purpose
The expansion of reporting capabilities using new these new
technologies comes at a fraught moment in American journalism.
News outlets face broken business models that have led to historic
contractions in the new labor force. Public trust in news media to
report fairly and fully has dipped to its lowest levels since measurements began. And new players with access to digital channels are
finding significant audiences but often rejecting the ethical norms
that have developed and guided traditional news reporting over
the last century. In some cases, this is leading to new and powerful examples of advocacy or explanatory journalism, but in others,
it’s enabling a loud and disruptive sphere of hyperpartisan argument, conspiracy theory, hoax and other mis- and disinformation.
Set against this tumultuous backdrop, the Center for Journalism Ethics sought to explore public support for use of
drones by newsrooms and individual journalists. This builds
on prior academic research, which tended to focus almost
entirely on news workers using UAVs and not on those who
are being observed or consuming drone coverage.
Specifically, we sought to understand:
• public support for use of drones in reporting, as opposed to
other civilian uses

Research
questions

• how support varies across differing story types, such as breaking news versus investigative reporting
• interactions between citizens’ trust in news and support for
UAV use
• interactions between citizens’ evaluations of ethical performance and support for UAV use
• interactions between citizens’ perceptions of media openness
and support for UAV use

Methodology
The Center for Journalism Ethics conducted a survey of 539 adults
living in the United States using an online questionnaire. The survey
was conducted between July 6 and 15, 2016, using a pool of adults
provided by Survey Sampling International. Participants were
asked to fill out a 20-minute survey from their computers, tablets,
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or mobile devices. Participants were paid for their participation
through an agreement with SSI.
The participant pool was:
• 51 percent female
• 7 percent Hispanic
• 11 percent African-American or black
• 5 percent Asian
The average annual salary of participants was between $50,000 and
$59,000. The average age was between 35 and 44. And the average
participant had a 2-year post-secondary degree.
Variables
We created several variables by averaging the answers to multiple
questions. All questions were asked on scales of 1 to 5, where 5 indicated more support or stronger agreement.
Trust. Trust in media was an average of four questions like “I trust the
news media to choose appropriate topics to cover.” These questions
were designed to measure how much trust a person has in news
media.
Value. Value of journalism was the average of three questions like
“Journalism is important for democracy.” These questions were
designed to measure individuals’ perceived value of the news media.
Ethics. Perceived ethical behavior of journalism was the average of
eight questions like “How well do most news media organizations do
at meeting the following goals? Seek the truth and report it.” These
questions were designed to measure how well a respondent thinks
the news media follows generally accepted ethics guidelines.
Openness. Perceived journalism openness was the average of two
questions including “News media are open to public feedback.”
These questions were designed to measure how well a respondent
thinks the news media engage with citizens.
For much of the analysis, we split the respondents into a high and a
low group along the mean of each variable.
Specifics about these variables and their statistics can be
found here. Survey questions can be found here.
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Findings
Overall Support
Respondents were close to neutral in whether they trust most
news media to responsibly use UAVs in newsgathering, but more
trusting when the question is phrased as “some” news media rather
than “most” news media. This aligns with other research showing
trust levels rising when focusing on news media people choose
versus the news media in general. Respondents also do view drones
as important tools in reporting, though not overwhelmingly so.
Respondents did not support use of UAVs in journalism more or less
than other civilian uses.

Support by Story Type
Varying types of news stories affect support for drone use in
journalism. Respondents viewed drones in news more positively
when reporting involved issues and events than when it involved
prominence. Support broke into roughly three tiers.
Three tiers
of support

Topics garnering top-tier support
• Hazardous incidents, such as a fire
• Environmental damage, such as rising sea levels
• Outdoor excursions, such as best places to rock climb
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• Weather events, such as a hurricane
• Traffic congestion, such as a live feed during rush hour
• Investigation, such as long-term coverage of traffic safety in
an area
Topics garnering mid-tier support
• Breaking news involving a crime, such as a mass shooting
• Civilian protests, such as the Occupy Movement
• Live events as they happen, such as high-speed chases
Topics garnering bottom-tier support
• Impropriety by well-known figures, such as an extramarital
affair involving a politician
• Celebrity events, such as a wedding

Support and Trust
As expected, trust in news media relates to belief that news
organizations will use drones responsibly in news gathering. Those
who have higher overall trust in news media support drone use
by journalists more than those who have low trust in news media.
When we break support for drone use down by story type, this trend
continues. We find that especially when overall support for covering
a topic with drones is low, those who have high levels in trust feel
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more comfortable with drone coverage of the topic. In the story
topics in the bottom tier, those with high trust expressed almost a
full point difference in support for drone coverage of those topics.
We see a similar relationship when we look at those who highly
value journalism and those who place a low value on journalism.
UAV support also increases among respondents who more highly
value journalism. These differences rise to a level of statistical
difference across all story types.

“

It suggests
audience
members who
trust the news
media will be
more eager to see
drone journalism
used more
extensively across
the news agenda.”
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Together, these two findings suggest that those who have a strong
relationship with news media will be more receptive to newsrooms
that adopt drones to aid in newsgathering. Further, it suggests
audience members who trust the news media will be more eager
to see drone journalism used more extensively across the news
agenda.
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“

Support and perceived ethical behavior and openness
Recent research suggests a relationship between trust in news
media and evaluation of news media ethical performance. Here, we
find that those who perceive news media as more ethical support
the use of drones in journalism and consider it an important tool
for journalists more than those who perceive low levels of ethical
behavior. When we look at perceived ethical behavior by story
type, we find that the perception of ethics doesn’t matter for “soft”
news stories like traffic, weather, outdoor features, or stories on the
environment. The level of perceived ethical behavior does matter in
“hard” news such as crime, investigative or protest. Again, we find
the difference between those who perceive high and low levels of
ethical behavior is especially extended for stories about celebrities
or impropriety.

When we look
at perceived ethical
behavior by story
type, we find that
the perception
of ethics doesn’t
matter for ‘soft’
news stories like
traffic, weather,
outdoor features,
or stories on the
environment. “
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Findings suggest that the degree to which people see news media
as open to audience likewise is linked to support for use of drones.
Here, this relationship is significant in each news story category, so
that those who believe journalists are more open to the audience
have higher levels of support for drone journalism.
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Level of trust
in media

Story Type

Mean

St. Error

Low

crime

3.24

0.07

hazardous

3.72

0.06

enviornment

3.81

0.06

outdoor

3.70

0.07

weather

3.90

0.06

protest

3.27

0.07

live video

3.30

0.07

traffic

3.76

0.06

celebrity

2.47

0.08

investigative

3.65

0.06

impropriety

2.45

0.08

crime

3.94

0.07

hazardous

4.20

0.06

enviornment

4.30

0.06

outdoor

4.11

0.07

weather

4.39

0.06

protest

3.97

0.07

live video

3.95

0.07

traffic

4.28

0.06

celebrity

3.48

0.08

investigative

4.21

0.06

impropriety

3.38

0.08

High
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Value of
journalism
Low

High

Mean

Std. Error

important tool
for journalists

2.95

0.07

journalist use

2.99

0.07

civilian use

3.09

0.07

trust most
news use

2.70

0.07

trust all
news use

2.91

0.07

important tool
for journalists

3.81

0.07

journalist use

3.87

0.07

civilian use

3.58

0.07

trust most
news use

3.64

0.07

trust all
news use

3.93

0.07

Mean

Std. Error

important tool

2.91

0.07

journalist use

2.97

0.07

civilian use

3.04

0.07

trust most
news use

2.51

0.07

trust some
news use

2.91

0.07

important tool

3.82

0.07

journalist use

3.852

0.07

civilian use

3.60

0.07

trust most
news use

3.78

0.07

trust some
news use

3.90

0.07

Level of
media trust
Low

High
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Perceived ethi- Storytype
cal performace

Mean

Std. Error

Low

crime

3.30

0.07

hazardous

3.86

0.06

enviornment

3.99

0.06

outdoor

3.84

0.07

weather

4.11

0.06

protest

3.38

0.07

live video

3.40

0.07

traffic

3.92

0.06

celebrity

2.56

0.08

investigative

3.77

0.06

impropriety

2.50

0.08

crime

3.90

0.07

hazardous

4.08

0.06

enviornment

4.15

0.06

outdoor

3.99

0.07

weather

4.20

0.06

protest

3.89

0.07

live video

3.88

0.07

traffic

4.15

0.06

celebrity

3.42

0.08

investigative

4.11

0.06

impropriety

3.37

0.08

High
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Perceived
journalism
openness

Storytype

Mean

Std. Error

Low

crime

3.30

0.08

hazardous

3.76

0.07

enviornment

3.83

0.07

outdoor

3.70

0.07

weather

3.92

0.07

protest

3.27

0.07

live video

3.31

0.08

traffic

3.77

0.07

celebrity

2.54

0.09

investigative

3.69

0.07

impropriety

2.55

0.09

crime

3.83

0.07

hazardous

4.12

0.06

enviornment

4.24

0.06

outdoor

4.06

0.06

weather

4.32

0.06

protest

3.90

0.06

live video

3.88

0.07

traffic

4.24

0.06

celebrity

3.33

0.07

investigative

4.12

0.06

impropriety

3.29

0.07

High
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Gender

Frequency

Percent

Male

260

48.2

Female

278

51.6

Race and
ethnicity

Frequency

Percent

Hispanic or Latino

37

6.9

Asian

24

4.5

Black or AfricanAmerican

58

10.8

White

447

82.9
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Implications
A good deal has been written about legal and ethical concerns
involved with drone use in journalism. The Center participated in
and recommends safety-focused guidelines available through the
Poynter Institute for Media Studies. In addition, these survey results
suggest specific approaches newsrooms can adopt to focus on
increasing trust and openness and thus building support for public
acceptance of drone use in news.

“

Citizens have stronger respect for use of
drones in investigative journalism but do
not support intrusions
into the lives of celebrities or politicians.”

Develop policy
• Identify varying story types for which drones could be used.
• Discuss specific public interests served by uses in each of
these types, noting the critical difference between what
serves the public interest and what is merely interesting to
the public.
• Use cases will depend on situations, of course, but healthy
advance deliberation will improve decision-making.
• Use data provided here to inform these deliberations. For
instance, citizens have stronger respect for use of drones in
investigative journalism but do not support intrusions into
the lives of celebrities or politicians. The news value of “prominence” will almost always be insufficient to justify drone use.
• Produce an “about drone use” section on the news organization website that details the process of getting a license,
information about the decision-making process for using a
drone to get information or images, and the boundaries the
newsroom sets for itself. Regularly promote this information
on relevant social channels.
• Apply all policy to material submitted by all external operators, not just to material captured by the organization’s drone
operators. Avoid using material captured illegally or unethically unless extraordinary circumstances warrant.
Focus on building trust
• As trust of the audience grows, support for drone use grows,
as well. This is particularly true for more “controversial” news
topics. But trust is not a fixed binary – an on/off switch stuck
in its current position.
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• News organizations interested in communities that support their
use of drones should work to build trust with those communities.
• First Draft News offers a compelling set of activities in a “trust toolkit” for journalism, and the resources at Trusting News are helpful.
• Such simple steps as using social channels to inform the public
of the dates and reasons for drone flight take an important step
toward transparency in the name of building trust.
Foster openness and participation
• The data reveal a clear relationship between evaluations of openness and support for drone use. The more a newsroom cultivates
and maintains relationships with the public, the more support it
receives for the work it does.

Interact with the
audience

• But this call for openness is set against a well-researched reality of journalism ethics as a walled garden tended only by those
within newsrooms. We have a history of often keeping the public
out of the decisions we make and often failing to tell them why
we make them.
• Establish avenues for the public to suggest story ideas involving
drone use.
• Broadcast streaming drone video on such platforms as Facebook
Live that allow for instant feedback.
• Offer Q&A sessions where citizens can query the organization’s
drone team.
• Visit community groups and events to solicit feedback on drone
policies.
• Communicate to the audience why the news team made its decisions and the talent or skill involved in producing a news story.
Resources
Drone Journalism Lab, University of Nebraska, Drone Operations Manual
First Draft News, trust toolkit
FAA Part 107 summary, and full rulemaking
Poynter Institute for Media Studies, drone training resources

For more
information

Professional society of drone journalists
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Annual Ethics
Conference:
April 27, 2018
Join us for a discussion on the ethical issues facing journalists
and journalism educators.
For information and video of past conferences including 2017’s
“Truth, Trust and the Future of Journalism,” visit
ethics.journalism.wisc.edu/conference.

